ALL
LIES

Almost everything we are told is a
complete lie. We are lied to so often
that it has become socially acceptable
and normal for our elected legislatures
to campaign false promises.

The 9/11 attacks on the World Trade
Center is one of the most grievous
criminal acts a government has
committed against it’s own citizens. The
lies are revealed in the details such as aviation fuel
does not burn hot enough to melt steel, the BBC
news reported the collapse of Salomon Brothers
building (WTC7) 20 minutes before it happened
and Larry Silverstein (Leaseholder) admitted this
building was pulled (aka controlled demolition).
Salomon Brothers building held evidence which
was destroyed for many FBI court cases. The 9/11
Commission which was task to prepare a full and
complete account failed to mention this building in
their official report. Fires do not cause Sky-scrapers
to collapse inward on themselves at free fall speed.
Then you have the impossible attack |
on the Pentagon where NORAD
stood-down and an alleged aeroplane
was able to fly-in low without hitting
any street lamps and then crash into the only
unoccupied and recently reinforced side of the
building that could withstand such an attack and
left debris not consistent with an aeroplane.
TerrorStorm: A History of Government-Sponsored Terrorism 2nd Edition (2006)

A man-made bio-weapon according
COVID-19 to Prof. Francis Boyle (who drafted
the US Biological Weapons Anti-Terrorism Act of
1989). He cited a research paper that found 4 HIV
proteins spliced into the virus, that this was not
caused randomly. The virus has a low death rate
similar to common-flu at 0.24% according to CDC
based on inflated data. The pandemic is providing
cover for the recent deployment of 5G technology
which weakens our immune systems and stops
absorption of oxygen. The agenda is to destroy the
middle-class and small businesses, usher in a
cashless society, introduce a social credit system,
mass surveillance and tracking, forced vaccinations and bring about communist totalitarianism.
Indian Institute of Technology, Dr. Thomas Cowan (MD), The Invisible Rainbow (2017)

Hundreds of years of practice made the British
experts at hiding their empire behind puppet
governments and councils. In the name of
stopping all future conflicts after World War I they
founded the League of Nations to form as a
framework for a world government. Many nations
recognized it as a threat and refused to join.
Frustrated by the US Congress blocking the
League of Nations; the Council of Foreign
Relations was setup with the mission to abolish all
nation states in favor of an all
powerful
world
government
administered by a tiny elite. After
World War II the elite succeeded
in setting up their world
government with the founding of the United
Nations and continued their plan with the
incremental formation of continental super-states.
They started in Europe to form a super-state
which had been tried many times in the past; but
this time they succeeded by using stealth. The
Treaty of London 1949 claimed only established
trade-ties with European nations like NAFTA.
“We shall have world government whether
or not you like it, by conquest or consent.”

James Warburg, In the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, February 17, 1950

The Bilderberg Group is a secretive conference
with attendee of the political elite, royalty, experts
from industry, finance, academia and the media.
The media for decades denied their existence.
They later admitted their mission was the forming
of the European Union and under the guise of
trade-deals a North American Union and Asian
Union would later follow while the United Nations
would serve as a world regulatory and
enforcement body over the rest of the world.
Endgame: Blueprint for Global Enslavement (2007)

“We are grateful to the ... [media] whose
directors have attended our meetings and
respected their promises of discretion for almost
forty years. It would have been impossible for us
to develop our plan for the world if we had been
subjected to the lights of publicity during those
years. But, the world is more sophisticated and
prepared to march towards a world government.”
David Rockefeller, June 1991

A retreat called Bohemian Grove is
visited annually by the mega-rich
and famous from CEOs of mega
corporations, show business to
politics. The things they do there which Alex Jones
exposed is a Satanic ritual which consists of
walking around naked while burning an effigy of a
human child and worshipping a stone owl.
Dark Secrets: Inside Bohemian Grove (2000)

Fiat money which is used as currency
in the world today is not backed
against a commodity, it has no real
value, it is enforced by coercion,
removes rival currencies and causes legalized
theft when redistributed. It also causes runaway
inflation with the US dollar having lost 98% of its
value since coming off the gold standard. JFK was
assassinated for issuing the silver backed US note.
15 Fundamental Problems with Fiat Currencies by Ron Hera, Executive Order 11110

The personal income tax collected by
the IRS is illegal, unconstitutional and
is being collected under color of law.
The US Constitution explicitly forbids a
direct tax on the people. Any direct tax
should be apportioned among the states and in
proportion to the census. It was ruled by the US
Supreme Court in 1916 that the 16th amendment
conferred no new power of taxation. As the IRS
has no legal authority they are accompanied by
agents from the ATFE when executing searches.
US Constitution art. 1, § 2, cl. 3 and art. 1, § 9, cl. 4.

American’s war on drugs is a smoke
screen to create a monopoly. The CIA
are regularly importing large quantities
of illegal drugs into America and they
were caught out when a plane known
for transporting prisoners to Guantanamo Bay ran
out of fuel and crashed on the way to the United
States and also a CIA operation Fast and Furious
(with the full knowledge of DOJ and ATFE) armed
and allowed Mexican drug cartel to import tons of
cocaine into the United States with no surveillance
once they crossed the boarder. These weapons
have been used to shoot at US border agents and
found at dozens of crime scenes in Mexico. Any
cartels that do not invest their illegal money in the
American banking system are taken out of play.
Alex Jones: Operation Fast and Furious - Government / CIA Trafficking Drugs and Guns

Man-made global warming is a hoax
for a UN global tax. It is actually
caused by solar sun-spot activity and
Al Gore’s hockey stick graph failed to
make the connection that increased temperatures
causes carbon dioxide to be released from the
oceans. The University of East Anglia which has
been most influential in driving worldwide alarm at
the UN’s IPCC could not explain the decline in
temperatures and was complicit in a cover-up to
hide it from the public. Exposed from hacked emails incident Climategate
NASA which runs the space program
is a hoax that faked the Apollo
missions to put a man on the moon
based on the evidence such as the
Lunar Module lacking space for basic life-support
systems, had insufficient shielding for passing
through the Van Allen radiation belt, multiple light
sources on photos, no moon dust on the landing
struts, no stars in photos, duplication of terrain,
unshielded camera taking flawless pictures,
unexplained floating object in helmet reflection. As
NASA has not attempted to revisit the moon in
over 5 decades the logical conclusion is that such
a journey is impossible. NASA is full of satanic
symbolism and freemasons which practice in the
art of secrecy. According to holy scripture space is
water and multiple telescope enthusiasts have
captured at the same time and on different
occasions what is being described as lunar waves
(ripples) moving over the lunar surface. 1 Enoch 69:17 OTP,
Genesis 1:2,6-8,11:1-9, The eagle has landed by Texe Marrs, YouTube Crrow777 Lunar wave

Secret societies such the Jesuits,
Freemasons and Skull & Bones
(which both Bush presidents are
members) have penetrated every
level of government. The layouts of
many major cities such as Washington DC are
masonic. The third political party to form in the
USA was called the “Anti-Masonic Party”. The
Koran is the main religious text used at the highest
levels in freemasonry. Islam is a religion that was
founded during the dark ages when the bible was
supressed and people did not have the light to
discern a deception. The Arabic name for Allah is
a mirror reversal of the name for God in Hebrew.
Total Onslaught Series by Walter Veith and Amazing Discoveries

Although increased gun ownership
has reduced violent crime by 49%
since 1991; a propaganda campaign
is at work to strip the American’s of
their constitutional rights to own a gun for a future
genocide. FEMA has also built camps for years in
secret all across the country to detain Americans
during a time of government declared crisis.

THE WORLD
UNMASKED

Alex Jones, Infowars

Vaccines aren’t safe and contain mercury,
viruses and many fillers such as animal
blood, rabbit brain, dog / monkey kidney,
chicken embryo, fetal / calf serum, diploid cells
from aborted human fetuses etc. which can cause
dangerous side-effects. They compromise the
immune system, cause new outbreaks and an
immunized person is still susceptible. Vaccines
were introduced when the viruses they were
immunizing against were naturally dying out. They
lie about there being no side-effects and that it’s
the law you have to take them. The US Congress
passed a law that prohibits American citizens from
suing the vaccine companies for any reason due
to the lawsuits from injuries and deaths of children
receiving these vaccines. Vaccine Nation (2008), Doctored (2012)
Cancer is not a disease but a survival
mechanism and is mostly caused by lack
of nutrition in foods, dehydration, lack of
exercise, mental stress, food packaging,
food additives, processed foods, microwaving,
overcooking food and commercial farming using
hormones, steroids, vaccines, antibiotics, GMOs,
pesticides (killing organisms in soil that produce
nutrients; the fertilizers only restore a fraction
back), long distribution networks and irradiating
food. To be healthy you should eat at regular
times, drink between meals, distill your water,
take supplements, avoid eating at night, take
cold showers, walk after meals, eat both raw
and lightly cooked locally produced organic
produce, phase out meat and dairy, sprout seeds
and use freshly squeezed juice. Water fasting can
cure illness, but end it by eating light and slowly.
Food Matters (2008), Fat, Sick & Nearly Dead (2010), The Science of Fasting (2016)

The earth is visited by extraterrestrials. Scripture
reveals the fallen angels are not from this world.
Ezekiel 1, Revelation 12:3-4, Luke 10:18, John 18:36, NASA STS-75 tether incident,
National Press Club - Full Disclosure Project

Are you aware of
what’s happening
behind the scenes?

ALL THE WORLD'S
A STAGE
In a dream…
“People will start to live in underground
communities. It will seem like a good
idea but isn’t due to being unnatural.”

Paul Heinlein, 22 November 2013

The end of time is very soon...
Revision 12
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